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VOCABULARY

Warren G. Harding (208)

Return to normalcy

The Ohio Gang

Calvin Coolidge (209)

Teapot Dome

“Silent Cal”

• ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS

1. Why was the “Ohio 
Gang” so bad?

2. What happened at 
Teapot Dome that 
distressed the nation



Politics and Society of the USA

Intro thoughts

Mr. Jacoby will read six statements. On 
a scale of 1-10, give each a score.



POLITICS OF THE 1920s

Main Body Notes



Harding Administration

• Remember… Harding was elected after Wilson 
in a landslide victory

• His slogan: “Return to Normalcy”

• What do you think he meant by that?

• It generally meant to return to the days prior 
to the Progressive Era

• What is OUR “normalcy?



Harding Administration

• Harding was not real exciting.

• Name two things Wilson’s Presidency was 
know for…
– World War I stuff

– Progressive advances

– Treaty of Versailles

• Harding is known for a corrupt cabinet

• The Ohio Gang

• What does that sound like?



The Ohio Gang

• Harding liked to surround himself with friends

• Most of his appointed positions were giving to 
friends. The corrupt ones were called “THE 
OHIO GANG.”
– They used their positions to get rich

– Read top of p. 209 – evening at the WH

– Example: read about COL Forbes scandal (209)

– Teapot Dome – another scandal

• Then… he went and died.

• VP Calvin Coolidge took over
– “Silent Cal”



Harding’s Admin Corruption

• What is your impression of Harding’s admin?

• Should Harding be held responsible?

• Now that he’s gone, is he off the hook?



“Silent Cal”

• What would you do, if you were newly sworn 
in Coolidge?

• He distanced himself from the Ohio Gang

• The then set our government to pull back 
from businesses.

• How is this not very “Progressive”?



Map of USA



Map work

Wrap up activity

Locate:
Philadelphia
New York City
Washington DC
Detroit Michigan
Dallas TX
Los Angeles CA

Then, describe what each 
is famous for in just a word 
or two. 
Example: 
New York City: finance

This information is 
quizzable!


